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For those who are more than a entry-level photographer, the Canon Powershot SX20 IS would be a
wonderful surprise. The camera come with HDMI connection and has Digic 4 processor that would
help the ace photographer to explore new things and add newer method to click pictures. The
camera does more than just click pictures. It gives brilliant co-ordination with colors and has great
many features to make the shot exclusive and add to the photographerâ€™s collection.

The Canon Powershot SX20Is price in India is Rs. 28,295 approximately and is designed very well
to give comfort to the hands and a great grip while operating with the camera for a long time. It has
a 2.5 inch bright LCD screen that provides space while you shoot your moments. The features are
user friendly and open should not feel that only the pros can operate with them. The 12Mp sensor is
another cherry on the cake. It comes with 20 x optical zoom that would definitely ensure your
pictures are crystal clear and bright. It facilitates easy playback with the HDMI port. The low light
conditions do not pose a problem at all as the camera comes with Digic 4 processor.

The Canon Powershot camera is now very popular among the masses due to the features rich
models and attractive prices.

The next feather in the Canonâ€™s cap is the Canon Powershot A2200 that lets you get some
impressive large pictures of your loved ones. It comes with high resolution image and can be
enlarged up to 13 inch x 19 inch. It has been built with a 4 x wide optical zoom lens that helps you
capture memorable images and close-ups with ease. The digital camera can record movies with the
provided 720p HD video. This feature rich phone comes with smart auto intelligent setting that can
help you select from 32 predefined shooting situations.

The A2200 comes with a 2.7 inch LCD screen, which helps to get big picture. It is a 14.1 MP
resolution camera that comes with color filter and has a shutter speed of 1-1/1600 sec and CCD
sensor type. The shooting modes include the face self timer, foliage, fireworks, blur reduction,
beach, long shutter, super vivid, portrait, poster effect, sunset, snow and kids and pets. Apart from
this you also get the macro mode. It has the multi metering, centre weighted metering and spot
metering. The battery is an AA type and can give around 200 shots.
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